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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to a plant of the type set forth in the preamble of the following claim 1.
[0002] The plant comprises mainly a combination of two very special known components. A first such component is
the ground heat exchangers, in the following named GHEX, which are of the type described in e.g. the Swedish patent
specifications 408 087, 450 289, 458 061 and 513 218 and EP 0047223 and 0006643. They have a first tubular leg
provided with heat insulation, and a second leg in close thermal contact with surrounding soil. Due to the fact that the
two legs are in a very bad mutual thermal contact, and the leg without heat insulation is in very god thermal contact with
the surrounding soil, the heat exchangers will become extremely efficient and make it possible to obtain a stratification
of the temperature in the energy storage.An energy storage comprising a number of ground heat exchangers can be
loaded in summer time by conducting a warm circulation fluid down and up through the two legs of each ground heat
exchanger and further to a circulation circuit comprising room temperature keeping devices, which are the above men-
tioned second known component in the building, in the following named RTKD. These devices can be of the type
described in the Swedish patent specifications 442 132, 441 535 and 460 731, in the following named RTKD-1, or
conventional counter-current heat exchangers, in the following named RTKD-2, which latter are suitable for tempering
ventilation air by means of the circulation fluid in the circulation circuit. The room temperature keeping devices known
from the patent specifications are intended to be integrated with the outer wall structure of buildings and to bring about
a balancing of the transmission losses in the outer walls. The arrangement makes it possible to keep rooms warm at
cold ambient temperature, e.g. in winter time, i.e. a direct compensating of transmission losses, with only a few degrees
higher forward feeding temperature than the room temperature, and in that case a return temperature considerably
below the room temperature. The arrangement gives rise, in a corresponding way, at high ambient temperature, e.g. in
summer time, to a cool keeping of rooms with only a few degrees lower forward feeding temperature than theroom
temperature and in that case a return temperature considerably above the room temperature.
[0003] A conventional ground heat energy storage is drained of energy when warm fluid flows from the storage and
is replaced by colder fluid. To extend the time for the decay of the storage and to secure that sufficient of energy is left
at the end of the winter season, if a late cold period should occur, it might be necessary to occasionally supply heat to
the flow of fluid returned to the storage.
[0004] In many cases, and especially in countries with a ground temperature amounting up to 20° C, is it known e.g.
from the above-mentioned Swedish patent specification 408 087 to alternatively arrange, by means of the above described
method, a cooler ground body with a temperature of about 10-15° C for keeping a building cool, which building is subject
to a long term supply of undesired heat.
[0005] Thus, if both warm keeping and cool keeping is required, two mutually distant ground bodies are necessary,
which involves a great deal of space, and bad operating economy as well as high initial expenses.
[0006] The object of the invention is among others to achieve a real improvement in a plant of the type set forth in the
introduction, which in a simple way secures that the plant can be used both for warm keeping and cool keeping of the
interior of a building by using to the greatest possible extent low quality energy, i.e. natural energy.
[0007] This is achieved according to the invention by a plant having the characterizing features of the following claims.
Due to the fact that the plant has been built-up by a combination of the two very special above-mentioned components,
and the plant is designed to be operated in such a way that, partly the flow quantity of the circulation fluid in the ground
heat exchangers is adjusted such that a great and concistent difference is achieved between forward feeding temperature
and return temperatur of the circulation fluid, partly the circulation direction in the ground heat exchangers is different
at warm and cool keeping, resp., of the buildings, an energy storage is achieved in the ground with downwards stratified
temperature and forming a warm and a cold end.
[0008] It is possible in principle both to have the warm end at the top and the cold end at the bottom and vice versa.
It is especially suitable, however, to locate the cold end at the bottom with the three-dimensional thermal leakage directed
towards the surrounding cold ground, in which case the warm end will be located between the cold end and the ground
surface. The opposite may be the case in very warm countries where it is necessary to preserve cooling temperatures
which may differ a great deal from the natural ground temperature. Hence, the cold end intended for cooling purpose
should not be located in the bottom area, sensitive for thermal leakage. In some of such countries the nights are very
cold, which makes it easy to collect coldness during the night and heat during the day, at the same time as warm keeping
and cool keeping, resp., is carried out after only changing of the fluid flow direction.
[0009] The invention will be more completely described in the following with reference to the accompanying drawings,
which schematically disclose an example of the realizing of the invention, and in which

Figure 1a is a sectional view of a first example of a temperature keeping device (RTKD-1) for balancing heat
transmission losses with associated temperature profiles for winter conditions, to the left on the drawing, and sommer
conditions, to the right on the drawing;
Figure 1b is a corresponding presentation as in Fig.1a of the second type of room temperature keeping device
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(RTKD-2), which is a typical counter-current heat exchanger for tempering of the ventilation air;
Figures 2a and 2b is a cross sectional view of a ground heat exchanger, and a longitudinal sectional view, resp., of
a part of the heat exchanger;
Figure 3 is a graph showing the temperature profile of the ground bulk at various time periods of the year;
Figure 4 is curves showing the time development during a year of, in Fig.4a the heat transmission power per meter
for a ground heat exchanger, in Fig.4b the magnitude of the thermal energy transport between the circulation fluid
and the driving temperature difference between circulation fluid and the ground bulk at a given ground depth,
controlling the ground, in Fig.4c the magnitude ofthe temperature variations around the annual mean value at the
ground depth in question for the ground bulk temperature and the circulation fluid temperature in the non-insulated
leg, and in Fig.4d the magnitude of the temperature of the circulation fluid comng up from the energy storage;
Figure 5a is a graph showing the temperature profile of the circulation fluid and the ground at maximum load in the
middle of the winter and summer, resp., as a first approximation, and Fig.5b a graph showing the real shape of the
temperature profiles in Fig.5a;
Figure 6 is a diagram, chosen by example, of a simple plant according to the invention with, to the right on the
drawing, the temperatur structure shown for two types of room temperature keeping devices and for the flow in one
of the ground heat exchangers ofthe energy storage during winter condition; and
Figure 7 is a diagram of the same plant as shown in fig.6 during summer condition and with temperature structures
changed with respect thereto.

[0010] The drawings show throughout circumstances during summer and winter periods, but the circumstances are
in principle similar at shorter periods, e.g. at periodic, in other ways varying ambient temperatures, as during night and
day, which in certain geographic areas can vary considerably.
[0011] Figur 1a shows a room temperature keeping device RTKD-1 with an insulated outer wall 10, an inner wall 11
and further an inner channel 12 and an outer channel 13 which are separated by a heat insulated partition wall 14. A
circulation fluid CF flows through the inner channel, bows back at the top and flows out through the outer channel 13.
It is achieved, as is clearly described in in the above mentioned patents, and especially in 460 731,442132 and 441 535,
with the circulation fluid consisting of liquid exchanged to circulating air in channels as shown above via a counter-current
heat exchanger, a warm keeping function in winter time with only a few degrees higher forward feeding temperature
than the room temperature, and in that case a return feeding temperature is achieved that is much below the room
temperature. In an analogous way a cool keeping is achieved in the summer time with only one or a few degrees lower
forward feeding temperature than the room temperature, at the same time as the return feeding temperature is concid-
erably above the room temperature and the forward feeding temperature. In the main reversed temperature profiles are
achieved with the room temperature keeping device RTKD-1, which profiles are shown to the right on the drawing, Fig.
1a, for winter and summer conditions. The temperature profile for the fluid in the inner channel 12 is indicated 12’ and
12", resp., and the temperature profile for the fluid in the outer channel 13 is indicated 13’ and 13", resp., for winter and
summer conditions, resp.
[0012] Figur 1b shows the corresponding temperature profiles as Fig.1a, bur for a room temperature keeping device
RTKD-2 in the shape of a counter-current heat exchanger, in which heat exchange is obtained between the circulation
fluid CF in a channel 15 and a flow of exterior air VA in a channel 16 for room tempering of the ventilation air. The
temperature profile for the fluid in the channel 15 is indicated 15’ and 15", resp., and the temperature profile for the air
in the channel 16 is indicated 16’ and 16", resp., for winter and summer conditions, resp.
[0013] The characteristic of the two types of room temperature keeping devices are quite analogous with respect to
inlet and outlet temperatures.
[0014] The ground heat exchanger GHEX shown in Fig.2a and 2b are of a similar type as the one shown in the above
mentioned Swedish patent specification 513 218 and comprises a central tube 20 provided with an exterior heat insulating
casing 21. Outside the casing 21 and at a distance from it a sleeve 22 is located in an essentially vertical bore hole in
close thermal contact with surrounding soil 23. The sleeve 22 is provided with a great number of axial channels 24 tightly
distributed around the circumference of the sleeve. The tube 20 and the channels 24 are the insulated and non-insulated
legs, resp., of the ground heat exchanger.
[0015] Figur 3 shows schematically the temperature profile of a ground bulk thermally coupled to a ground heat
exchanger at different times of the year, wherein the line 30 indicates the ground surface, which above the ground bulk
usually is covered by a heat insulating plate or building (not shown). The bottom of the energy storage is indicated by
a line 31. Between the lines three sloping lines extend, which are essentially parallel. The lines 32,33 and 34 indicate
the temperature profile at spring, summer, winter and autumn, resp. The temperature profiles show that the temperature
profile of the ground will be displaced in parallel with itself during the year and reciprocate between two turning positions,
the lines 34,32 representing the state of completely full loaded and completely unloaded energy storage.
[0016] Figures 4a-d show course of events by time over the year for different thermal parameters connected to the
temperature keeping devices RTKD and ground heat exchangers GHEX. The time concepts spring, summer, autumn
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and winter are marked along the horizontal time axes. Fig.4a shows a curve 40 similar to a sinus curve, which represents
the heat transfer power per meter, W/m, of a ground heat exchanger GHEX. The loading has a maximum during the
summer and the unloading has a maximum during the winter. The heat transfer power of the ground heat exchanger is
created by a "driving" temperature difference between the circulation fluid in the leg 24 of the ground heat exchanger
and the bulk of the ground. This temperature difference at a given depth in the ground is represented by the curve 41
in Fig.4b and has maxima at the same points of time as the curve 40 in Fig.4a.
[0017] The temperature variations round a mean annual value is illustrated by fig.4c, in which a full curve 42, which
shows the temperature variations of the circulation fluid in the non-insulated leg 24, and a dashed curve 43 shows the
temperature variations of the ground bulk at the actual depth in the ground.
[0018] In Fig.4d a dashed curve 44 shows the necessary forward feeding temperature of the circulation fluid during
a year. The temperature in the non-insulated leg 24 at the surface ofthe ground then will be represented by the full curve
45, and the temperature of the insulated leg 20 both at the bottom and at the surface will be represented by the full curve 46.
[0019] The circulation fluid flows up from the insulated leg 20 during the summer and during the winter from the non-
insulated leg 24, as is schematically indicated below figs. 4a-d, which means that the circulation fluid that flows up from
the energy storage has a temperature that follows the curve 47 indicated by double lines in Fig.4d.
[0020] From Fig.4a is evident, that the maximum heat transfer power at loading as well as unloading occurs when the
ground has its mean annual temperature at the actual depth. This means that the operation conditions of the ground
heat exchanger at the two significant and dimensioning occasions of the year when maximum power should be transfered
to or from, resp., the ground can be illustrated by a single diagram shown in Fig. 5a. The circulation direction of a ground
heat exchanger GHEX is different at transfer of energy to and from, resp., the ground - i.e. summer and winter, resp., -
and that the outlet from the ground heat exchanger - i.e. delivery of energy - takes place from different legs summer and
winter, resp. At maximum loading and unloading at each depth it will be necessary to have a driving temperature difference
between the circulation fluid in the non-insulated leg and the ground bulk. The magnitude of this depends on the thermal
resistance and desired heat power. The necessary driving temperature difference can be very low at ground heat
exchangers of the type discussed here, only one or a few degrees. The driving temperature difference is at each time
moment essentially the same at each depth, and, thus, delivers the same power per meter of the depth of the ground
heat exchanger. Hence, a linear change of of the temperature of the circulation fluid in the non-insulated leg is achievd,
but the flow in the thermal insulated leg has a constant temperature. In Fig.5a the line 50 shows the temperature in the
middle of the summer of the circulation fluid in the non-insulated leg from the top of the energy storage to its bottom,
where the fluid flows over to the insulated leg with a constant temperature indicated by a vertical line 51. The circlation
fluid is fed down in the middle of the winter in the insulated leg, in which the temperature is constant and represented
by a vertical line 52. At the bottom of the leg the fluid is transferred to the non-insulated leg in which the temperature
increases along a line 53. The ground temperature in the middle of the summer as well as the winter follows a dashed
line 54.
[0021] Figure 5a is an approximation which for example does not consider vertical conduction in the ground and that
the insulated leg of the ground heat exchanger of course cannot have a perfect thermal insulation. The true courses
and shapes of the temperature profiles are as shown in Fig.5b, where the straight lines 50-53 in Fig.5a are shown
somewhat curved in Fig.5b and are denoted 50’-53’. The temperature profile of the ground is here denoted 54’ and has
a somewhat changed slope as compared with curve 54 i Fig.5a.
[0022] From Fig.5a and Fig.5b is evident, that the energy that has to be collected for warm keeping, a half year later
has a temperature range 55, and energy that has to be collected for cool keeping, a half year later has a temperature
range 56. These temperature ranges overlap each other to a great extent and both include the intended room temperature
which is indicated by a line 57.
[0023] The observation of these surprising and remarkable facts lays the foundation of the possibility of collecting
natural energy by simple means and makes it possible to to create very robust and economical plants for tempering of
buildings.
[0024] By the combination of components and operating strategy here shown, an energy storage is created with a
comparatively warm and cold end. It is possible in principle to project a system with th warm end either in the bottom or
at the ground surface, but the total heat leakage from the storage usually becomes lower with the warm end at the top
and the cold end at the bottom where the leakage pattern is three-dimensional, which consequently makes the heat
leakage sensitive to great temperature differens between the storage and the natural temperature of the ground. The
cold end of the storage has a temperature, which at least in Scandinavian zones is rather close to the natural temperature
of the ground, and therefore the thermal leakage becomes relatively small.
[0025] It may possibly be meaningful in warm countries to locate the warm end in the bottom because it is important
to take care of the cooling temperature, which can be far from the natural temperature of the ground, which means that
the cold end for cool keeping shall not be located in the bottom zone sensitive to thermal leakage.
[0026] The upper end of the storage, whether warm or cold, is usually thermally insulated by an insulating layer or a
building on top of the storage.
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[0027] Demands for the design of utilized components and operating conditions that have to be fulfilled for meeting
the thermal part of the demand on total energy needs for tempering a room by only natural energy, can be summarized
by the following:

A plant comprises in the first place a combination of necessary components like room temperature keeping devices
and ground heat exchangers. The plant is operated with such an operating strategy that the circulation direction is
different during summer and winter, and that the circulation flow is adjusted such, that the temperature difference
S between the inlet to and outlet from the ground heat exchanger always is kept at a constant value, that is at least
50%, preferably about 100% of the value Smin for a given plant, which value is equal to F + U + L, where:

F = the temperature difference between necessary forward feeding temperature to the room temperature keeping
devices at maximum warm keeping power at cold ambient temperature and at maximum cool keeping power
at warm ambient temperature;
U = necessary driving temperature difference at the ground surface between the ground and the circulation
fluid in the non-insulated leg at maximum heat power outlet from the ground at cold ambient temperature;
L = necessary driving temperature difference at the ground surface between the ground and the circulation fluid
in the non-insulated leg at maximum cool power outlet from the ground at warm ambient temperature.

[0028] Hence, the quantity Smin above is a fixed quantity that is settled at the projecting and dimensioning of a plant
and where F is decided by the properties of the utilized RTKD components. The two quantities U and L are decided by
the properties of the GHEX components and the ground.
[0029] The control signal that controls the flow of the pump 65 consists of the differing from actual, i. e. continuously
measured, temperature difference S from the wanted constant value Smin. At too large value S the flow will increase so
that S decreases and vice versa according to known art. This means that the temperature difference S, independent of
the load conditions of the plant, will be adjusted close to the wanted value Smin.
[0030] This operating strategy leads to the formation of a warm end and a cold end of the energy storage (compare
Fig.5b), which lays the foundation of the following unique distinguishing feature:
[0031] The warm end of the storage has a sufficiently high temperature for warm keeping during winter time, i. e. at
cold ambient temperature, by means of room temperature keeping devices, RTKD, but low enough to permit the use of
heat energy of very low energy quality for loading of heat to the energy storage. At cool keeping - summer time - the
room temperature keeping devices, RTKD, will supply cool energy with a temperature that is higher than the room
temperature, which results in that this component works as a heat energy collector. If this energy in some cases should
be insufficient, is it easy to to collect complementary energy by simple means. Even simple solar collectors without
glazing are effective on these conditions for collecting energy with high efficiency. Collection of energy for warm keeping
may also be effected from low-quality, and thus cheap, waste heat.
[0032] Further, the cold end of the energy storage has a sufficiently low temperature for cool keeping by means of
room temperature keeping devices, RTKD, but, however, so high that cooling energy easily can be collected in winter
time by means ofroom temperature keeping device, RKTD, if necessary completed with special collectors for low-quality
energy, which may be the case at places with a very great need of cool keeping. At places with inland climate or high
mean annual temperature cool collection takes place in the winter and in the night, resp., which can be carried out by
exposure of surfaces of colletcors for low-quality energy to clear and cold night sky.
[0033] In all the above reasoning it is presumed that all the need of thermal energy for tempering should be received
via the energy storage in ground that is loaded with natural energy, i.e. no high-quality energy in state of energy generated
by equipment for temporary energy production is necessary at normal operation. It is for different reasons possible to
consider in certain situations to quite deliberately refrain from reaching this limit for complete energy autonomy,. One
may be content with only a partial use of the potential of the system.
[0034] To illustrate what unconventional temperatures is all about, an exemplification is given in the following in
connection to Fig.6 and Fig.7, which schematically show a simple plant according to the invention at winter operation
in Fig.6, and at summer operation in Fig.7, and with the temperature structure for the different components shown to
the right in the figures and on a level with the respective components.The exemplification is definitely no optimization,
but the object is to illustrate the fundamental opportunities to utilize a ground heat storage with a warm and a cold end.
The exemplification illustrates a dimensioning so adapted that no additional collecting of coolness in the winter is nec-
essary with a collecting device for low-quality energy. A device of this type is necessary only in the summer, e. g. a
simple solar collector, for completion of the collecting of heat that is made to 25° C by room temperature keeping devices.
No shunting is used in the two shown operating conditions, because these represent dimensioning maximum load for
warm keeping and cool keeping, resp. At partial load shunting with a valve 74 is necessary for reaching a suitable forward
feeding temperature to the room temperature keeping devices. The dimensioning example is further adapted, to elucidate
the fundamental principles, for such a system size that the heat leakage becomes negligible.
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[0035] Figure 6 discloses one of several in parallel connected ground heat exchangers GHEX with a heat insulated
leg 20 and a non-insulated leg 24, as described above. The leg 24 is by a pipe 60 connected to an equipment for
temporary energy SUES (Supplementary Energy Supply), which by a pipe 61 is connected to a collecting pipe 62. The
leg 20 is by a pipe 63 connected to a device for collecting low-quality energy LEEC (Low Exergy Energy Collector),
which by a pipe 64 is connected to a circulation pump 65 having its suction side connected to a second collecting pipe 66.
[0036] To the collecting pipes 62,66 are, partly a previously described room temperature keeping device RTKD-1
connected with a forward feeding pipe 70 and a return pipe 71, partly a previously described second room temperature
keeping device RTKD-2 connected with a forward feeding pipe 72 to the channel 15 for the circulation fluid and a return
pipe 73 from the channel 15. Exterior air in counter-current is fed through the channel 16 for tempering. An adjustable
shunt 74 to the pipe 61 is connected to the outlet of the circulation pump 65, and at the inlet to the device LEEC is a
second adjustable shunt 75 arranged connected to the pipe 63. To the pipes 60,63 of the ground heat exchanger GHEX
is further a reversing valve 76 arranged for reversing of the terminals to the pipes 60,63.
[0037] For controlling and adjusting said components there is an information processor 77, which by signal lines 78,79
sense the temperature of the inlet and outlet fluids through the pipes 60,63. The information processor 77 can by signal
lines 80,81 and 82 control connection and disconnection of the equipment for temporary complementary energy SUES,
control the flow of the circulation pump 65, and possibly requisite flow through the shunt valve 74 (not shown). Besides,
there is of course also further conventional control equipment, like thermostats for adjusting the room temperature in
different rooms and for controlling the shunt valve 75 and so on (not shown).
[0038] In this example the basic temperature differences have been calculated to

F=6K
U=2K
L = 2K. Smin = 10K

[0039] The temperatures at the different components are then:

[0040] Figure 6, which relates to winter operation, discloses the temperature curve 90 of the ventilation air, and the
temperature curve 91 of the circulation fluid in the device RTKD-2. Further, the temperature curve 92 for the inner channel
12 and the temperature curve 93 for the outer channel 13 in the device RTKD-1 is shown. At last the temperature curve
94 is shown for the non-insulated leg 24 in the ground heat exchanger GHEX and the temperature curve 95 for the ground.
[0041] Figure 7, which relates to summer operation discloses the corresponding curves as in Fig.6 indicated with the
same numerals provided with’-sign. Here the reversing valve 76 at the forward and return pipes ofthe ground heat
exchanger GHEX has been activated, e.g. by a device for sensing the return temperature from the building (not shown)
for connection of the pipe 63, which is connected to the insulated leg, to the collecting pipe 62.
[0042] It has been possible, by combining above all the above-mentioned components and utilizing the above outlined
operating strategy, to cover the thermal need for tempering of the interior of a building as well as the ventilation air all
the year round with only natural energy collected locally on the spot. Energy of higher quality, service energy, i.e. energy
for control equipment, circulation pumps etc., must be added, but constitutes only a marginal part.
[0043] The plant according to the invention has many advantages. Especially the following may be pointed out:
[0044] Said components can, thanks to the extremely low operating temperatures, be given a simplified design but
still get much better performance than conventional components in priorly known systems. This holds good for e.g. solar
collectors, which here shall be unglazed for highest efficiency.
[0045] One and the same investment gives both a warm keeping and cool keeping function with practically no working
expenses. This is quite commonly preferable, but in particular for buildings in places with inland climate, where the
energy need is very large for both warm keeping and cool keeping, and in some of these regions it may be a question
of collecting heat by day and coldness by night, at the same time as tempering of the building is carried out all the day
and night.

Winter time: in ° C out ° C
a) RTKD (warm keeping + ventilation air temp.) 24 14
b) GHEX (outlet of heat + loading of coldness) 14 24
c) LEEC (possible collecting of coldness) -- --

Summer time:
a) RTKD (cool keeping + ventilation air temp.) 18 25
b) GHEX (heta loading + coldness out from ground) 28 18
c) LEEC (collecting heat) 25 28
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[0046] It is especially important that warm keeping in the winter can be obtained at the same time as cool energy is
collected and stored in the cold end of the energy storage, and that cool keeping in the summer can be obtained at the
same time as heat energy is collected and stored in the warm end ofthe energy storage.
[0047] The invention is of course not restricted to the embodiments here shown and described but can be modified
in different ways within the frame of the invention defined in the claims. This is a question of for example the circulation
fluid, which mostly is a liquid, but in room temperature keeping devices incorporated in outer walls as a matter of
precaution is in the form of air, where the change between liquid and air is carried out in a known manner by an efficient
counter-current heat exchanger.

Claims

1. Control method for a plant for tempering of a building and comprising an energy storage in ground formed by several
ground heat exchangers (GHEX) coupled in parallel and each provided with a first leg (20) in the shape of a tube,
that is surrounded by a heat insulation, and a second leg (24) that is in good thermal connection with surrounding
soil, which ground heat exchangers are connected to a circulation circuit for a circulation fluid containing a circulation
pump (65) and the two legs (20,24) of the ground heat exchangers, one leg for feeding the circulation fluid down
and the other leg for feeding the circulation fluid up, and in the building room temperature keeping devices (RKTD),
which are designed such that the forward feeding temperature only has to be a few degrees higher or lower,
respectively, than the room temperature at warm keeping or cool keeping, respectively, and that the return temper-
ature then is considerably lower or higher, respectively, than the room temperature, characterized in that the
energy storage including its ground heat exchangers (GHEX) in depth direction has a continuously varying temper-
ature between a cold end and a warm end, and according to the method the flow direction in the ground heat
exchangers is controlled by a valve device (76) such that at warm keeping function, the circulation flow to the room
temperature keeping devices (RTKD) is received from the warm end, and at cool keeping function, the circulation
flow to the room temperature keeping devices (RTKD) is received from the cold end, and the circulation flow of the
circulation pump (65) is controlled such that the temperature difference S between the inlet and the outlet of the
ground heat exchangers at all operating conditions has a constant value equal to at least 50%, preferably 100%, of
a fixed value Smin for a given plant, which value is: 

where :

F = the temperature difference between necessary forward feeding temperature to the room temperature keeping
devices (RTKD) at maximum warm keeping power at cool ambient temperature and at maximum cool keeping
power at warm ambient temperature, resp.;
U = necessary driving temperature difference at the ground surface between the ground and the circulation
fluid in the non-insulated leg (24) at maximum heat power outlet from the ground at cool ambient temperature;
L = necessary driving temperature difference at the ground surface between the ground and the circulation fluid
in the non-insulated leg (24) at maximum heat power outlet from the ground at warm ambient temperature.

2. Control method for a plant according to claim 1, characterized in that the temperature of the circulation fluid fed
to the energy storage is affected by a device (LEEC) for complementary addition of low-quality energy connected
to the circulation circuit.

3. Control method for a plant according to claim 1 or 2, characterized in that a device (SUES) for complementary
energy supply is connected in a feeding line from the energy storage to the room temperature keeping devices
(RTKD).

4. Control method for a plant according to any of claims 1-3, characterized in that the circulation pump (65) is arranged
in an outlet line from the room temperature keeping devices (RTKD), and an adjustable shunt line (74) is arranged
between a point downstream the cirkulation pump (65) and a point (61) upstream the room temperature keeping
devices (RTKD).
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Patentansprüche

1. Regelverfahren für eine Anlage zum Temperieren eines Gebäudes und umfassend einen Energiespeicher im Boden,
der durch verschiedene Erdwärmetauscher (GHEX) gebildet ist, die parallel geschaltet sind und jeweils mit einem
ersten Schenkel (20) in Form eines Rohres versehen sind, das von einer Wärmeisolierung umgeben ist, und einem
zweiten Schenkel (24), der in guter thermischer Verbindung mit dem umgebenden Erdreich ist, wobei die Erdwär-
metauscher an einen Zirkulationskreislauf für ein Zirkulationsfluid angeschlossen sind, der eine Zirkulationspumpe
(65) und zwei Schenkel (20, 24) der Erdwärmetauscher umfasst, einen Schenkel zum Zuführen des Zirkulationsfluids
nach unten und den anderen Schenkel zum Zuführen des Zirkulationsfluids nach oben, und in den Gebäude-
Raumtemperatur-Haltevorrichtungen (RKTD), die so ausgelegt sind, dass die vorwärts-Zuführtemperatur nur ein
paar Grad höher beziehungsweise niedriger sein muss, als die Raumtemperatur beim Warmhalten beziehungsweise
Kühlhalten, und dass die Rücklauftemperatur dann beträchtlich niedriger beziehungsweise höher ist, als die Raum-
temperatur, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass der Energiespeicher umfassend seine Erdwärmetauscher (GHEX) in
Tiefenrichtung eine kontinuierlich variierende Temperatur zwischen einem kalten Ende und einem warmen Ende
aufweist, und gemäß dem Verfahren die Flussrichtung in den Erdwärmetauschern durch eine Ventilvorrichtung (76)
gesteuert wird, so dass bei der Warmhaltefunktion der Zirkulationsfluss zu den Raumtemperatur-Haltevorrichtungen
(RTKD) von dem warmen Ende aufgenommen wird, und bei der Kühlhaltefunktion der Zirkulationsfluss zu den
Raumtemperatur-Haltevorrichtungen (RTKD) von dem kalten Ende aufgenommen wird, und der Zirkulationsfluss
der Zirkulationspumpe (65) so gesteuert ist, dass die Temperaturdifferenz S zwischen dem Einlass und dem Auslass
der Erdwärmetauscher bei allen Betriebsbedingungen einen konstanten Wert gleich mindestens 50 %, vorzugsweise
100 % eines festen Werts Smin für eine gegebene Anlage aufweist, deren Wert ist: 

wobei

F= die Temperaturdifferenz zwischen der notwendigen Vorwärts-Zuführtemperatur zu den Raumtemperatur-
Haltevorrichtungen (RTKD) bei maximaler Warmhalteenergie bei kühler Umgebungstemperatur beziehungs-
weise bei maximaler Kühlhalteenergie bei warmer Umgebungstemperatur ist;
U= die notwendige Antriebs-Temperaturdifferenz an der Bodenfläche zwischen dem Boden und dem Zirkula-
tionsfluid in dem nicht isolierten Schenkel (24) bei maximalem Wärmeenergie-Auslass vom Boden bei kühler
Umgebungstemperatur ist;
L = die notwendige Antriebs-Temperaturdifferenz an der Bodenfläche zwischen dem Boden und dem Zirkula-
tionsfluid in dem nicht isolierten Schenkel (24) bei maximalem Wärmeenergie-Auslass vom Boden bei warmer
Umgebungstemperatur ist;

2. Regelverfahren für eine Anlage nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Temperatur des Zirkulati-
onsfluids, das dem Energiespeicher zugeführt wird, durch eine Vorrichtung (LEEC) zum komplementären Hinzufügen
von Energie niedriger Qualität beeinflusst wird, die an den Zirkulationskreislauf angeschlossen ist.

3. Regelverfahren für eine Anlage nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass eine Vorrichtung (SUES)
für die komplementäre Energieversorgung an eine Speiseleitung von dem Energiespeicher zu den Raumtemperatur-
Haltevorrichtungen (RTKD) angeschlossen ist.

4. Regelverfahren für eine Anlage nach einem der Ansprüche 1 - 3, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Zirkulations-
pumpe (65) in einer Auslassleitung von den Raumtemperatur-Haltevorrichtungen (RTKD) angeordnet ist, und eine
anpassbare Nebenschlussleitung (74) zwischen einem Punkt nach der Zirkulationspumpe (65) und einem Punkt
(61) vor den Raumtemperatur-Haltevorrichtungen (RTKD) angeordnet ist.

Revendications

1. Méthode de contrôle pour une installation de régulation de la température d’un bâtiment et comprenant un stockage
d’énergie dans le sol formé par plusieurs puits provençaux (GHEX) raccordés en parallèle et chacun pourvu d’une
première branche (20) sous forme d’un tube, qui est entouré d’une isolation thermique, et d’une seconde branche
(24) qui est en bonne liaison thermique avec le sol environnant, lesquels puits provençaux sont connectés à un
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circuit de circulation pour un fluide de circulation comprenant une pompe de circulation (65) et deux branches (20,
24) des puits provençaux, une branche pour alimenter le fluide de circulation vers le bas et l’autre branche pour
alimenter le fluide de circulation vers le haut, et dans les dispositifs de conservation de la température ambiante du
bâtiment (RKTD), qui sont conçus de telle sorte que seule la température d’alimentation vers l’avant doit être peu
de degrés respectivement supérieurs ou inférieurs à la température ambiante respectivement lors de la conservation
de la chaleur ou de la conservation de la fraîcheur, et que la température de retour est ensuite respectivement
considérablement inférieure ou supérieure à la température ambiante, caractérisée en ce que le stockage d’énergie
comprenant ses puits provençaux (GHEX) dans la direction de profondeur présente une température variant con-
tinuellement entre une extrémité froide et une extrémité chaude, et selon la méthode la direction de flux dans les
puits provençaux est contrôlée par un dispositif de vanne (76) de sorte que dans la fonction de conservation de la
chaleur, le flux de circulation vers les dispositifs de conservation de la température ambiante (RTKD) est reçu en
provenance de l’extrémité chaude, et dans la fonction de conservation de la fraîcheur, le flux de circulation vers les
dispositifs de conservation de la température ambiante (RTKD) est reçu en provenance de l’extrémité froide, et le
flux de circulation de la pompe de circulation (65) est contrôlé de telle sorte que la différence de température S entre
l’entrée et la sortie des puits provençaux dans toutes les conditions de fonctionnement présente une valeur constante
égale au moins à 50 %, de préférence 100 %, d’une valeur fixe Smin pour une installation donnée, laquelle valeur est : 

où
F = la différence de température entre la température d’alimentation vers l’avant nécessaire aux dispositifs de
conservation de la température ambiante (RTKD) à la puissance de conservation de la chaleur maximum à tempé-
rature ambiante froide et respectivement à la puissance de conservation de la fraîcheur maximum à température
ambiante chaude ;
U = différence de température d’entraînement nécessaire à la surface du sol entre le sol et le fluide de circulation
dans la branche non isolée (24) à sortie de puissance de chaleur maximum du sol à température ambiante froide ;
L = différence de température d’entraînement nécessaire à la surface du sol entre le sol et le fluide de circulation
dans la branche non isolée (24) à sortie de puissance de chaleur maximum du sol à température ambiante chaude.

2. Méthode de contrôle pour une installation selon la revendication 1, caractérisée en ce que la température du fluide
de circulation alimentée dans le stockage d’énergie est influencée par un dispositif (LEEC) pour un ajout complé-
mentaire d’énergie de basse qualité connectée au circuit de circulation.

3. Méthode de contrôle pour une installation selon la revendication 1 ou 2, caractérisée en ce qu’un dispositif (SUES)
pour alimentation en énergie complémentaire est connecté dans une ligne d’alimentation du stockage d’énergie
aux dispositifs de conservation de la température ambiante (RTKD).

4. Méthode de contrôle pour une installation selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 3, caractérisée en ce
que la pompe de circulation (65) est disposée dans une ligne de sortie des dispositifs de conservation de la tem-
pérature ambiante (RTKD), et une ligne de dérivation ajustable (74) est disposée entre un point en aval de la pompe
de circulation (65) et un point (61) en amont des dispositifs de conservation de la température ambiante (RTKD).
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